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Dr. Billy Graham says in the Words of Wisdom foreword, â€œThe Psalms tell us how to get along

with God, and the Proverbs tell us how to get along with our fellow man.â€• As has long been Dr.

Grahamâ€™s personal practice, Words of Wisdom makes it easy for anyone to read five Psalms

and a chapter from Proverbs each day for 31 days. This beautiful LeatherLike gift edition offers a

convenient, easy-to-understand, and enjoyable way to discover how these ancient words deliver

valuable life principles. King David wrote many of the Psalms, often with the passion of a worshiper

and the anxiety of a 21st-century person, while dealing with everyday tensions. His son Solomon,

largely known for his wisdom, wrote the wisdom literature of the Proverbs. In these nearly

3,000-year-old sacred writings, we hear the voices and counsel of those who knew God intimately.

Let Words of Wisdom encourage you with divine hope and affirmation for living the life God has

planned for you.
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I love books!! I got the free book when Billy Graham's ministry was giving it away & enjoyed reading

it immensely!! It was a regular paperback & at the end of the month, I just started at the beginning

again until the binding fell apart on me!! When I saw these on , I figured faux leather would hold up a

lot longer than paper, & I'd like to gift some Christian friends with a book I've loved so much. When I

received my delivery, I was thrilled with the buttery softness of the faux leather! These are now

beautiful inside & out!!



This is a very good yet simple devotional, one that I have recommended to my Christian friends and

prayer partners. The simplicity of reading the Psalm and Proverbs in this manner can build needed

spiritual discipline, provided scriptural enlightenment and may have you praying over situations you

had never considered in the past. For example I found myself praying for a recently gestated child

when I learned that according to scripture God teaches children in the womb and that He care for

them from the point of gestation. Such ideology and thinking had never occurred to me before every

though I may have glossed over the Psalms in the past. A prayer changing, transformative, and

revealing read.

Deceptively titled and described. This is simply Psalms and Proverbs with no notes, no annotations,

no reflections."This beautiful LeatherLike gift edition offers a convenient, easy-to-understand, and

enjoyable way to discover how these ancient words deliver valuable life principles."There is nothing

to "discover" here if you have read The Bible, and it is no more or less "easy-to-understand" than

reading as part of The Bible.I thought about keeping it as a gift, but my friends already have these

same "Words of Wisdom" in their Bibles, in the translations they have chosen for themselves.This is

nothing more than an expensive excerpt from The Holy Bible.

A great book. I love the way it's laid out...5 Psalms and 1 Proverb for Day 1, and then the same

quantity repeated for Day 2 through Day 31; it has a ribbon for marking your place. A good size for

easily carrying in purse or luggage. The cover is nice. The reason I purchased Words of Wisdom is

because I heard a radio interviewee say he had read Words of Wisdom all the way through every

month for 30 years. That inspired me!

I'm the sort of person who desperately wants to read the Bible on a regular basis but I'm never

consistent. This book is a fantastic size to keep in your purse and it has you reading a few Psalms

and a Proverb every day! I found it much easier and less daunting to tackle than the Bible which I'm

still struggling to read on a daily basis!

my mom bought one at the book store and when my husband saw it, he wanted one so I got his

from ! He LOVES it! Reads it every morning. Very cool

Although I would have preferred a different version such as the NASB or even KJV, the message of



the Psalms and Proverbs is powerful. The book is divided into thirty-one relatively equal sections of

Psalms and one Proverb per day, so that one can complete both books in a month. Reading this

book repeatedly as part of a devotional time will bring new understanding and wisdom to one's faith.

I highly recommend it.

Nicely bound book of the Psalms and Proverbs for daily reading and allowing this portion of the Holy

Bible to feed your spirit and nourish your soul! Easily carried along with you!
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